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5.1.4: About placement of the students

The principal of the college work
of the college also contribute for the placement of the students. 
society. After completing the B.Ed. training our students get jobs as a teacher in various 
government, grant in aid and private schools. The process of appointment of teachers in 
government and grant in aid schools is being done by the Gu
appointment of teachers in the private schools we become linkage between the schools and 
the students. We recommend our teachers for the post of teachers in their schools.
principals and trustees of such schools 
and we place our students to such posts.
follows: 

1. Shri Milendrasinh Kesrola, Principal , S.V.M.S

2. Dr.Anjaliben Kulshreshtha,Kharod 

3. Shri Nazubhai Fadwala, Trustee,

4. Shri Mohammadbhai Jangda,Principal,Anjuman High school,Kharod

5. Shri Younusbhai Malek,Principal,Falahi school,tadkeshwar 

6. Dr.Vijaybhai A. Joshi, (District level Placement 
Bharuch -98259 65805 

Moreover, we took part in the gover
organized to meet the demands of the 
government sponsored placement fair 
Principal of the College Dr. Vijaybhai A. Joshi
the placement event organizes at district level. During the year 2021
part in the district level placement fair.

Pre-Placement is also done at college level.
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ibute for the placement of the students. We prepare

society. After completing the B.Ed. training our students get jobs as a teacher in various 
government, grant in aid and private schools. The process of appointment of teachers in 
government and grant in aid schools is being done by the Gujarat government. But for the 
appointment of teachers in the private schools we become linkage between the schools and 
the students. We recommend our teachers for the post of teachers in their schools.

s and trustees of such schools request us to provide teachers as per their requirements 
and we place our students to such posts. Names and contact numbers of some principals are as 

sinh Kesrola, Principal , S.V.M.School, Ankleshwar – 94278 31317

tha,Kharod – 92278 28729 

Trustee, Ankleshwar Public school, Ankleshwar-

Shri Mohammadbhai Jangda,Principal,Anjuman High school,Kharod-98989 80079

Younusbhai Malek,Principal,Falahi school,tadkeshwar -81287 98871

Joshi, (District level Placement programs) Principal, M.K.Commerce college,

part in the government organized placement/job fairs which are especially 
organized to meet the demands of the industries and commerce at district level.

placement fair is organized at M.K. Commerce College
Dr. Vijaybhai A. Joshi (Contact No.98259 65805) is

cement event organizes at district level. During the year 2021-22 on
part in the district level placement fair. 

Placement is also done at college level. 
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